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Abstract

A cultural algorithm (CA) is proposed for the spatial forest resource plan-
ning problem that aims at maximizing the total timber volume harvested
over a harvest planning schedule, subject to constraints of minimum harvest
age, minimum adjacency green-up age, and approximately even volume flow
for each period of the schedule. To increase the solution-search ability, the
CA extracts problem-specific information during the evolutionary solution
search to update the belief space of each generation, which has cultural in-
fluences and guidance on the next generation. The key design of the proposed
CA is to propose the cultural and evolutionary operators specifically for the
problem. This work is of high value as a comprehensive experimental anal-
ysis shows that the proposed CA rooted from evolutionary algorithm (EA)
obtains 0.44% to 1.13% better fitness and performs more stably than the
previous best-known simulated annealing (SA) approach, which was shown
to perform better than the EA previously.
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1. Introduction

Forests play multiple roles–production, protection as well as recreation,
and hence forest resource planning has been attracting a lot of attention from
not only forest owners but also society. Forest resource planning becomes in-
creasingly complicated as multiple economic, environmental, and social crite-
ria are taken into account, e.g., impacts of forest planning operations on wa-
ter pollution, erosion, landscape aesthetics, and biodiversity (Diaz-Balteiro
and Romero, 2007). Among those criteria, spatial concern in forest resource
planning is of importance as it maintains a number of environmental and eco-
logical conditions, e.g., maintenance of biodiversity, limited sediment loading
in streams, limited disruption of habitats in an area, limited impact on a
viewshed, supply of open forage areas for certain animals, and so on (Church
et al., 1998; Baskent, 2001; Kurttila, 2001; Lehtomaki and Moilanen, 2013).
For instance, clearcutting activities of one forest harvest unit may expose
neighboring forest stands to wind damage, bark injuries, drainage problems,
and site class deterioration (Malchow-Moller et al., 2004). Furthermore, vari-
ous types of damages or spatially uncontrolled management implementations
can result in decreased wood quality, habitat disruption, water pollution, in-
creased sediment quantities, and so on. Based upon the above reasons, it
is common that spatial constraints on minimum adjacency green-up age are
imposed upon harvesting activities on adjacent forest stands or harvest units.

The focus of this work is on a spatial forest resource planning problem
which aims at maximizing the timber volume harvested over a harvest plan-
ning schedule with consideration of the minimum harvest age constraint,
the minimum adjacency green-up age constraint, as well as the constraint
of approximately even volume flow for each period of the schedule. From
the previous literature, several solutions have been used for solving differ-
ent types of spatial forest resource planning problems, among which exact
solutions include Metropolis algorithm (Van Deusen, 1999), mixed integer
programming (Bare and Eldon, 1969; Bevers and Hof, 1999; McDill and Re-
bain, 2003), and dynamic programming (Hoganson and Borges, 1998); while
metaheuristic approaches include penalty function with simulated anneal-
ing (Lockwood and Moore, 1993), tabu search (Murray and Church, 1999),
and evolutionary algorithm (Liu et al., 2006), among others. Some articles
focused on conducting comprehensive experimental comparison on several
heuristics, e.g., see (Liu et al., 2006; Pukkala and Kurttila, 2005).

This work proposes a cultural algorithm approach to the above spatial
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forest resource planning problem. The cultural algorithm (CA) (Reynolds,
1994) is an evolutionary algorithm (Fogel, 1995; Yu and Gen, 2010) which
improves performance of evolutionary search by extracting domain knowl-
edge of the problem of concern during the search process. In addition to the
conventional evolutionary settings that act on a population of individuals
(candidate solutions) and intend to iteratively improve fitness (probably in
terms of the objective function of the problem of concern) of each individual,
it maintains a belief space consisting of a half of individuals with better fit-
ness values from the current population, as well as a leader to guide the whole
population. During the search process, the belief space and the leader are
updated by incorporation of the extracted problem-specific knowledge, and
they influence each individual in the population to obtain better solutions.
As a result, this work investigates how to design a CA specifically for the
spatial forest resource planning problem with the above concerns. For perfor-
mance evaluation, the proposed algorithm is experimentally compared with
the previous best-known simulated annealing approach to the same problem
in (Liu et al., 2006).

In the past, optimization problems were usually handled by gradient
search methods, which require substantial gradient information. However,
lots of practical optimization problems are much complex and may have
multimodal solution space, so that the gradient search may be unstable and
difficult (Lee and Geem, 2005). Hence, most recent works focused on develop-
ing metaheuristic algorithms for optimization problems. This work proposes
a metaheuristic algorithm based on CA for the problem of concern.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the pre-
liminaries of this work, which include the introduction to the basic settings
of the problem of concern, the previous approaches to this problem, and
the cultural algorithm. Section 3 gives the proposed approach based upon
the cultural algorithm, while Section 4 gives the implementation of the pro-
posed approach and the experimental results under a variety of parameters.
Section 5 concludes this work.

2. Preliminaries

This section first gives basic settings of the spatial forest resource plan-
ning problem of concern, and then introduces the two previous approaches
proposed in (Liu et al., 2006). Finally, the basic idea of cultural algorithm is
introduced.
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2.1. Problem Setting

The spatial forest resource planning problem of concern in this work is
the same with (Liu et al., 2006), which is detailed as follows. Consider
a forest land that consists of a number of smaller polygonal forest lands,
called polygons, in which any two neighboring polygons are said to have an
adjacency relation. Generally, forests in the same polygon land could be
at different ages and of different species, so it is hard to precisely estimate
the harvested timber volume. Additionally, harvests could be made at any
time point, because time is continuous. Hence, for simplify the problem, it
is supposed that forests in each polygon are at an equal age and of the same
species, and harvests occur only at the beginning of a planning time period.

Consider to serve as the role of the forest planner who aims at planning
a harvest schedule of the forest land that is divided into a number of time
periods. The problem of concern is to select a number of forest polygons to be
harvested at the beginning of each period to achieve the following objective:

Maximize the total timber volume of all forest polygons harvested during all
periods, subject to the following three constraints:

• Minimum harvest age constraint: At the beginning of each period,
only the polygons at age greater than a minimum age threshold can be
harvested.

• Minimum adjacency green-up age constraint: At the beginning of each
period, a forest polygon can be harvested only when the age of each of
its adjacent forest polygons is no less than the predetermined minimum
green-up age.

• Constraint of approximately even volume flow for each period of the
harvest schedule: To balance the harvest volume of each period, this
constraint enforces the timber volume for each period to be harvested
as even as possible.

Note that the adjacency rule in the above second constraint is crucial be-
cause harvest should be dispersed for hydrological and wildlife reasons about
concentrated harvests associated with progressive clearcutting. The green-up
age is the age that a regenerated stand must reach before an adjacent unit
can be harvested.

Since forest polygons are harvested only at the beginning of each period,
the minimum adjacency green-up age constraint is always satisfied if the
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length of each period is assumed to be greater than the minimum adjacency
green-up age. In more detail, the minimum adjacency green-up age constraint
allows to harvest a forest polygon only when the age of each of its adjacent
forest polygons is no less than the minimum green-up age, in which period
length and the minimum adjacency green-up age are predetermined. If the
length of each period is set to be greater than the minimum adjacency green-
up age, the age of the forests harvested only at the beginning of each period
must be greater than the minimum adjacency green-up age, and hence, the
minimum adjacency green-up age constraint is satisfied.

To compare performance of this work with (Liu et al., 2006), this work
continues using the setting in (Liu et al., 2006), in which the minimum har-
vest age is 90 years, and the length of each period is 20 years, which are
always greater than the minimum adjacency green-up age–15 years. With
this setting, it suffices to consider the adjacency relationship of polygons in
solving the problem, i.e., it only needs to consider that any two adjacent
polygons cannot be harvested in the same period, with no need to check
their age difference.

2.2. Evolutionary Algorithm for Spatial Forest Planning

The evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a stochastic global search method,
among which genetic algorithm (GA) is the most popular type of EA, and
has been proved to be successful for a variety of environmental optimization
problems, e.g., water distribution system (Bi et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015;
Gupta et al., 1999), forecasting value of agricultural imports (Lee and Liu,
2014), estimation of soil organic and mineral fraction densities (Crowe et al.,
2006), among others. A survey on the applications of EA in water resources
can be found in (Maier et al., 2014). EA allows the solution representation to
be a sequence of base-10 numbers, tables or other data structures. It works
with a population of individuals (candidate solutions) and tries to optimize
the answer by using three basic evolutionary principles, including selection,
crossover (also called recombination), and mutation. The pseudo code of EA
for the forest resource planning problem of concern in (Liu et al., 2006) is
stated in Algorithm 1, in which the iteration number N is used to count the
total iterations of the main loop (see Lines 3, 9, and 10).

The key steps of Algorithm 1 are explained as follows.

Solution representation: Consider a forest land consisting of n forest polygons
throughout the rest of this work, which are labeled by 1, 2, ..., n. Any feasible
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Algorithm 1 Evolutionary Algorithm()

1: generate the initial population
2: evaluate fitness of each individual in the population
3: initialize the iteration number N to be zero
4: repeat
5: use roulette-wheel selection to choose individuals for reproduction
6: breed new generation through crossover, repairing, and balancing op-

erations, and give birth to offspring
7: evaluate fitness of each offspring individuals
8: replace the worst-ranking part of the population with the offspring

according to acceptance criteria
9: increase the iteration number by one, i.e., N ← N + 1

10: until N reaches the maximum iteration number Nmax

solution of the planning problem is represented by an individual’s chromo-
some that is a permutation 〈x1x2...xn〉 of n genes (each of which represents
a polygon ID), where ∀i, xi ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, and those genes are classified into
m period partitions plus a residual partition, as shown in Figure 1. For
1 ≤ i ≤ m, polygons in the i-th period partition are harvested at the begin-
ning of the i-th period of the harvest schedule; while polygons in the residual
partition are never harvested. Figure 1 gives an example of a chromosome
with 19 polygons classified into 4 period partitions and 1 residual partition.
According to the representation, polygons x1–x3 are harvested at the begin-
ning of the first period, polygons x4–x7 at the beginning of the second period,
and so on; polygons x15–x19 are not harvested.

 

partition 1   partition 2    partition 3    partition 4      residual 

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16 x17 x18 x19

Figure 1: An example for solution representation.

Population initialization: Each individual’s chromosome in the initial popu-
lation is generated randomly so that all the problem constraints are satisfied
as follows. Initially, each individual’s chromosome is a random permuta-
tion of {1, 2, · · · , n} which is classified into m period partitions with equal
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lengths. Then we check if each gene sequentially appearing in the chromo-
some from the left to the right violates the problem constraints, and moves
those violated genes to the residual partition.

Fitness evaluation: Fitness function is defined as the objective function of the
harvest schedule, i.e., the total harvested timber volume over the planning
time horizon under the given constraints.

Selection: A number of individuals are chosen for reproduction by the roulette-
wheel selection (Fogel, 1995), which consists of the following steps: calculate
the probability of selection for each individual’s chromosome based on its
fitness (i.e., the ratio of the individual’s fitness over the total fitness sum),
calculate their cumulative probability distributions, generate a population of
random numbers from interval [0, 1] and select individuals for the next gen-
eration by matching the random numbers with the cumulative probability
distributions.

Crossover and repairing: A given crossover ratio (i.e., the radio of number
of the couples for crossover to the population size) is used to select a group
of couples with better fitness values for crossover. Then we arbitrarily select
a period partition, say the i-th partition, where genes will be exchanged.
The offspring population are generated by selecting random genes in the i-th
partition of one individual to be placed into the i-th partition of the other
individual and removing abundant genes. Note that if the crossover operation
violates the adjacency constraint of the problem of concern, then those genes
are moved to the residual partition. Those moves are called repairing.

Balancing: To balance the harvest flow over the harvest schedule, the number
of genes per period should be as equal as possible. Hence, after executing
the above crossover operation, the balancing operator tries the best to move
larger-fitness genes in the residual partition to the period partitions with
smaller fitness so that the number of genes in each individual’s period is as
equal as possible.

Since the balancing operation is complicated, this work analyzes time
complexity of this operation as follows. First of all, we calculate fitness of
each gene in all period partitions and the residual partition, i.e., the timber
volume of the corresponding forest polygon, which is computed in O(1) time
because forest age (decided by period partition) and area of the polygon are
known to decide the timber volume. Since there are at most n genes, all
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fitness is computed in O(n) time. Then, fitness of each partition is summed
and is computed in O(n) time. Since there are m period partitions, fitness
of all period partitions is sorted in O(m logm) time. Since there are at most
n genes in residual partition, fitness of genes in residual partition is sorted
in O(n log n) time. After the two sorting procedures, moving larger-fitness
genes in the residual partition to the period partitions with smaller fitness so
that the number of genes in each individual’s period is as equal as possible
can be done in O(nm). As a result, the total time complexity of the balancing
operation is O(n) +O(m logm) +O(n log n) +O(nm) = O(n · (log n+m)),
because m ≤ n.

Acceptance criteria: Any new individual with fitness E2 is compared to
the original individual with fitness E1 according to the following accep-
tance criteria. If E2 ≥ E1, the new individual is accepted to be included
to the next generation; otherwise, it can still be accepted with the follow-
ing probability: ef1(N)((E2−E1)/E1)/f2(N) where N is the iteration number;
f1(N) = (1 + κN/Nmax)

√
N ; f2(N) = (1 + κN/Nmax)2; Nmax is the max-

imum iteration number; κ is the convergence control parameter (note that
κ = 5 in (Liu et al., 2006)).

Comments: Utilization of the problem-specific knowledge in the EA is sum-
marized as follows:

• Since polygons in residual partition are not harvested, the initial so-
lution puts polygons in period partitions as much as possible while
satisfying adjacency rule and minimum harvest age constraint.

• In crossover, to avoid violation of the minimum harvest age constraint,
the crossover operation is carried out in the same partitions of two
parents.

• After crossover, the adjacency rule might be violated, so the violated
polygons are moved to the residual partition.

• The balancing operator achieves the harvested timber volume for each
period as even as possible.

• For the balancing operator, if the minimum harvest age or adjacency
constraints are violated, the balancing operator is not executed.
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2.3. Simulated Annealing for Spatial Forest Planning

Simulated annealing (SA) for the spatial forest planning problem in (Liu
et al., 2006) is almost the same as the EA described in the previous subsec-
tion except the population consists of only one individual and does not apply
selection and crossover. In each iteration, a neighbor of the only individual is
produced like the selection process in the previous subsection, and then pro-
ceeds the balancing operator and acceptance criteria. In light of the above,
the approach is simpler and more efficient than the EA. To be surprised, the
simulation in (Liu et al., 2006) shows that the SA with only one individual
performs better than the EA with multiple individuals.

2.4. Cultural Algorithm

Cultural algorithm (CA) proposed by Reynolds (1994) is a class of evo-
lutionary algorithm (Fogel, 1995) based on some theories from sociology and
archaeology that try to formulate cultural evolution. From those theories,
the cultural evolution can be thought of as an inheritance process according
to the genetic material that an offspring inherits from its parents, and the
knowledge acquired by individuals through generations that guides behavior
of the individuals. The concept of CA has already found applications in a
variety of areas, such as timetabling problem (Soza et al., 2011), economic
load dispatch problem (dos Santos Coelho et al., 2009), multi-machine power
system stabilizer (Khodabakhshian and Hemmati, 2013), extracting urban
occupational plans (Jayyousi and Reynolds, 2014), among others.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the CA is carried out with two spaces: pop-
ulation space is a set of individuals, in which each individual has a set of
independent features used for calculating its fitness, while belief space stores
the knowledge acquired by individuals through generations. In each itera-
tion of the algorithm, individuals in the population space can be replaced
by some of their descendants, who are obtained by applying some opera-
tors to the population and may be influenced or guided by the belief space.
Hence, the belief space for each population should be updated by communi-
cation with the population. Algorithm 2 states the pseudo code of a CA. In
fact, Algorithm 2 shares many similar components with the conventional EA
except for utilization of a belief space.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the two spaces of a cultural algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Cultural Algorithm()

1: generate the initial population
2: evaluate the fitness of each individual in the initial population
3: initialize the belief space
4: initialize the iteration number N to be zero
5: repeat
6: update the belief space (with the individuals accepted)
7: apply the variation operators (under the influence of the belief space)
8: evaluate the fitness of each offspring individual
9: perform selection

10: increase the iteration number by one, i.e., N ← N + 1
11: until N reaches the maximum iteration number Nmax

3. The Proposed Cultural Algorithm Based Approach

The proposed approach to the forest planning problem is based on the
CA. Remember that CA works on a population space and a belief space (see
Figure 2). In the proposed CA, the belief space needs more delicate de-
signs, while the population space is based upon the EA for the same problem
proposed in (Liu et al., 2006) as described in Subsection 2.2.

Before the term of CA (Reynolds, 1994) was used, Reynolds (1986) was
motivated by the seasonal scheduling model in (Flannery, 1968) to develop
an adaptive computer model of hunter-gatherer scheduling and resource col-
lecting activities prior to incipient agriculture (between 9000 and 1500 B.C.),
which share some similarity with this work. His model made use of the in-
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formation on the relative performance of a schedule with respect to other
schedules used during the season, in pursuit of the following purposes. First,
the performance information of all schedules during the season is used to
tune the probabilities of reusing the schedules. Second, the information on
the observed ability of the policy to affect the performance of the schedule
is used to tune the rescheduling policy of the group for a strategy. Last, the
current rescheduling policy associated with a schedule is used to tune the
structure of the schedule. Based on a similar idea, the CA with problem-
specific information of the spatial forest resource planning problem of concern
is developed in this work.

The basic concept behind the proposed CA approach is illustrated in
Figure 3, which works on a population space where the best individual is
selected as the leader of the belief space; and a group of individuals each of
which has better fitness than the average fitness of the whole population are
selected as the normative matrix of the belief space. The belief space has
situational and normative influences on the population space. In addition,
the population space is adjusted by both the conventional evolutionary op-
erations (including selection, crossover, repairing, and balancing operations)
and the cultural exploration operations (interchange, sequencing, and simple
mutation).

 

situational 
influence 

crossover, repairing, 
exploration (interchange, 

sequencing, simple mutation), 
balancing 

performance 
function 

leader

belief space

normative matrix

population spaceselection 

accept the individuals with 
fitness > the average fitness 

normative 
influence 

accept the best 
individual 

Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed approach based upon cultural algorithm.

Main steps of the proposed CA are stated in Algorithm 3, which takes
into account situational influence, normative influence, as well as three cul-
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tural exploration operators (interchange, sequencing, and simple mutation).
The flow chart of the proposed CA is given in Figure 4. Since the popula-
tion space of the proposed algorithm is based upon Algorithm 1 in Subsec-
tion 2.2, some common ingredients exist between the two algorithms. The
solution representation in the proposed algorithm is the same as that given
in Subsection 2.2. Since population initialization, fitness evaluation, selec-
tion, crossover, balancing, and acceptance criteria in Lines 1, 2, 6, 7, 20, and
21 of Algorithm 3 are the same as those in Subsection 2.2, thus the rest of
this section only states in detail the other steps of the proposed CA that are
different from Subsection 2.2: initialization and update of the belief space
(Lines 3 and 22, respectively), mutation operators with situational and nor-
mative influences (Lines 8 and 10, respectively), and exploration operators
(Line 11–18).

3.1. Initialization and Update of the Belief Space

Let η denote number of individuals in a population. The belief space
contains η/2 individuals that are copied from those individuals in the popu-
lation with fitness greater than the average fitness of the current population.
On the other hand, the leader of the belief space is defined as the individual
with the best fitness in the space. Hence, in both the initial setting and each
iteration of the algorithm, the belief space and the leader should be updated
(Line 22 of Algorithm 3), and they will be used in the mutation operators
with normative and situational influences, respectively.

3.2. Mutation operators with cultural influence

The mutation operators with cultural influence randomly selects a gene
position for each individual and mutates it with the situational influence and
normative influence, which are stated in detail in the following subsections.

3.2.1. Situational influence

The basic idea of the cultural evolution with the situational influence is
originated from the phenomenon that each individual in a generation tries
to behave as a leader. Following such an idea, a mutation operator with
situational influence is designed as follows. As illustrated in Figure 5, for
each individual, the operator randomly selects a period partition i of the
leader in the belief space and randomly selects a polygon xj in the partition.
If polygon xj is not located in partition i of this individual, remove polygon
xj in its original partition and then add it to partition i. By doing so,
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Figure 4: Flow chart of the proposed approach.
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Algorithm 3 The Proposed Cultural Algorithm()

1: generate random individuals (schedules) in the initial population
2: evaluate the fitness of each individual in the initial population
3: initialize the belief space (i.e., copy the best individual to the situational

belief space, and create the normative matrix from the individuals with
fitness greater than the average fitness)

4: initialize the iteration number N to be zero
5: repeat
6: apply selection operator
7: apply crossover and repairing operators
8: calculate the cumulative probability distribution for roulette-wheel

normative influence
9: for each individual in current population do

10: apply cultural mutation operator (by situational and normative in-
fluence)

11: switch (exploration operator)
12: case interchange:
13: apply interchange operator
14: case sequencing:
15: apply sequencing operator
16: case simpleMutation:
17: apply simple mutation operator
18: end switch
19: end for
20: apply balancing operator
21: check if each individual is accepted according to acceptance criteria
22: update the belief space (with the current individuals)
23: increase the iteration number by one, i.e., N ← N + 1
24: until N reaches the maximum iteration number Nmax

the selected polygon in the individual is located in the same partition as
the leader. Note that the generated individual may violate the minimum
adjacency green-up age constraint. Hence, before executing the move due
to situational influence, we have to check if the violation happens. If the
adjacency rule is violated, then the move is canceled.
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Figure 5: Illustration of situational influence, in which the chromosome behaves as the
leader such that gene xj moves to partition j.

3.2.2. Normative influence

The basic idea of the cultural evolution with normative influence is orig-
inated from the phenomenon that a group of individuals selected from the
population have an influence on the normative behaviors of the whole popu-
lation. In the proposed CA, the selected group include the individuals with
fitness greater than the average fitness, and they are saved in the belief space,
which is updated in each iteration (Line 22 of Algorithm 3).

The roulette-wheel rule is used for the mutation operator with normative
influence. Since the belief space is corresponding to a roulette wheel, all the
individuals in a generation (iteration) use the same roulette wheel, i.e., the
wheel is updated once (Line 8 of Algorithm 3) and can be used for all the
individuals (Line 10 of Algorithm 3) in each iteration.

In Line 8 of Algorithm 3, the roulette wheel is established as follows.
The algorithm records the gene in each partition that has the maximal fre-
quency among all the individuals in the belief space. For i ∈ {1, ...,m}, let
gi denote the gene in partition i with the maximal frequency f(gi) for all the
individuals in the belief space. Then, the ratio of gi in the roulette wheel is
f(gi)/

∑m
j=1 f(gj).

In Line 10 of Algorithm 3, a random real number between 0 and 1 is
selected for each individual. Then we find the region in the roulette wheel
where the random real number is located. Without loss of generality, as-
sume that the individual selects the region representing gene gx. Then, the
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individual adds gene gx in partition x.
Note that, different from the situational influence, the operator of nor-

mative influence may violate both the minimum harvest age constraint and
the adjacency rule. Hence, the two constraints should be checked before each
move. If there is any violation, the move of the gene is canceled.

3.3. Exploration operators
The exploration operators are used for maintaining the diversity of the

population. By analogy with (Soza et al., 2011), three exploration operators
are designed as follows.

The first exploration operator is the sequencing operator, which arbitrarily
finds two neighboring period partitions, and then swaps all the genes of the
two partitions (see Figure 6(a)). It has an advantage that the generated
individual only needs to be repaired by considering whether the moves of the
genes from the former partition to the latter partition satisfy the minimum
harvest age constraint, because the genes in the same partition satisfy the
minimum adjacency green-up age constraint no matter where the partition
moves, and the moves of the genes from the latter partition to the former
partition still satisfy the minimum harvest age constraint. Note that this
operator is the most destructive among the three exploration operators.

The second exploration operator is the interchange operator, which in-
terchanges two genes respectively from two different period partitions (see
Figure 6(b)). The third exploration operator is the simple mutation opera-
tor, which moves a genes from a period partition to another period partition
(see Figure 6(c)). Note that both the minimum harvest age and minimum
adjacency green-up age constraints should be checked for the two operators.
If any constraint is violated, the interchange is not executed.

In (Soza et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011), a parameter control mechanism
for selecting the above three exploration operators was proposed as follows.
The mechanism is based upon a roulette wheel and the successful rate of each
operator. Let the above three exploration operators be sequentially named
operators 1–3. Also let operator[x] denote the probability of the operator x to
be applied. Initially, operator[1] = operator[2] = operator[3] = 1/3. Let fcur
and fprev denote the fitness values of the current and previous individuals,
respectively. If the use of the operator i improves the fitness of the resulting
individual (fcur > fprev), then the probability for the operator in the roulette
wheel is updated as follows:

operator[i] = operator[i] + ∆variation;
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Figure 6: Illustration of exploration operators. (a) Sequencing operator. (b) Interchange
operator. (c) Simple mutation operator.

operator[j] = operator[j]−∆variation/2, for j 6= i.

where ∆variation = (fcur − fprev)/(fprev + fcur).
On the contrary, if the use of operator i gets worse fitness of the resulting

individual (fcur < fprev), then the probability for the operator in the roulette
wheel is updated as follows:

operator[i] = operator[i]−∆variation× α;

operator[j] = operator[j]−∆variation× α/2, for j 6= i.

where α is the ratio of the current iteration number over the total itera-
tion number. In order to ensure that each operator always has a nonzero
probability, we restrict that 0.1 ≤ operator[i] ≤ 0.8 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
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4. Implementation and Experimental Results

In this section, the used simulation environment and the implementation
of the proposed approach are addressed first, and then a detailed experimen-
tal analysis is conducted.

4.1. Implementation and Simulation Environment

For performance comparison of the proposed CA approach, this work
implemented not only the proposed CA approach but also the previous SA
approach (Liu et al., 2006), which has been known to be the best approach
to the proposed problem so far. The CA and SA approaches were imple-
mented in C++ programming language and was compiled using Visual C++
compiler. The experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU
@ 3.40 GHz PC with 16.0 GB memory. The parameter settings used in the
proposed CA approaches and the problem of concern are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters used in the proposed cultural algorithm and the problem of concern.

Parameter Value

Population size 10, 20, 40 (default: 20)
Crossover rate 0.25

Number of maximal iterations 10000, 1500, 2000
Number of runs 20, 100 (default: 20)

Minimum harvest age threshold (years) 90
Minimum adjacency green-up age (years) 15

Length of each period (years) 20

All of the experiments were conducted on a problem instance that is gen-
erated based on the common technique from the graph theory in the following
way, as illustrated in Figure 7. At first, this work creates a 20×20 grid graph
in Figure 7(a), in which each vertex represents a forest polygon; each edge
represents that the two forest polygons corresponding to the two end vertices
of the edge are adjacent geographically. Note that the degree of each vertex
in the grid graph is at most four, so the diversity of the geographical relation
is too little. Hence, 20 vertices are randomly selected and removed from the
graph, as shown in Figure 7(b). Finally, we randomly shrink 80 edges, and
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obtain the graph in Figure 7(c). By doing so, the final graph is capable of
demonstrating some degree of randomness while maintaining some degree of
regularity, such that the characteristics of adjacent forest polygons can be
established. In addition, the degree of some vertex in the final graph may ex-
ceed four, e.g., the vertex degrees in Figure 7(c) include one to seven, which
increase the diversity of adjacency relationship. Note that the proposed CA
is generally designed for solving any possible problem instance, but does not
focus on empirical analysis.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Process of generating the testing data (c). (a) A 20 × 20 grid graph. (b)
Randomly remove 20 vertices from (a). (c) Randomly shrink 80 edges in (b).

Aside from the adjacency relationship of forest polygons, the problem in-
stance requires the information of area sizes and forest ages. In the setting
for the problem instance, each vertex (representing a forest polygon) is asso-
ciated with a random real number from U(16, 20) for area size (ha.) and a
random integer from {0, 1, · · · , 99} for forest age (years), where U(a, b) is the
uniform probability distribution function over the range [a, b]. For example,
if there is a vertex associated with 16.77 ha. and 67 years, it means that
the area of the polygon corresponding to this vertex is 16.77 ha., and all the
forests planted on this polygon are 67 years old.

Note that the objective of the problem of concern is to maximize the
total harvested timber volume, and hence, we let the fitness in the proposed
CA approach be the total harvested timber volume. From (Chen and Hwang,
1992; Liu, 1997), each hectare of Cunninghamia lanceolata at age t in Taiwan
can harvest the following timber volume (m3):

578.6851 · (1− t−1.5402)54.3344

where t is the age of Cunninghamia lanceolata.
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4.2. Experimental Results and Discussion

This subsection conducts a comprehensive experimental analysis on the
problem instance described in the previous subsection.

At first, to observe the convergence performance of the proposed CA
approach, we plot the best fitness values of the first 10000 iterations of SA
and 2500 iterations of the proposed CA in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively,
from which SA and CA converge to a relatively flat region after a number of
iterations. From Figures 8(b), the proposed CA still has a lot of vibrations
(i.e., some plots rise but the next plots fall) after entering a relatively flat
region (i.e., the two relatively horizontal regions of the last 1000 iterations in
Figures 8(b)), but diversity due to those vibrations is good because it is one
of the main reasons to improve the solution quality. This case study shows
that both of them have capability of convergence, i.e., the plot can enter a
relatively flat region after executing a number of iterations.
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Figure 8: Best fitness values for executing 10000 iterations of SA and 2500 iterations of
the proposed CA.

Additionally, from Figure 8, the beginning fitness of the proposed CA is
greater than that of the SA. This is the contribution of the proposed CA that
has multiple initial candidate solutions (an initial population of individuals),
while the SA has only a single solution to be considered. Since the solution
becomes better as increasing the number of iterations, the final fitness of the
proposed CA is greater than the SA as well.

To observe stability of the two approaches, we execute 100 runs of the
SA and the proposed CA, respectively, and plot all the solutions in Figure 9,
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among which there is no the same solution. An interesting observation is
that the fitness range of the proposed CA is more narrow than that of the
SA, which means that the proposed CA is more stable, i.e., the proposed CA
is able to generate more consistent and better solutions than the SA.
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Figure 9: The 100 solutions (best fitness values) generated by the SA and the proposed
CA.

In what follows, we conduct various experiments for comparing perfor-
mance of the SA and the proposed CA, and their detailed statistics results
are given in Table 2. To make the two approaches with approximate running
time (see also the ‘Running time (s)’ column in Table 2), the SA is exper-
imented with 10000, 20000, ..., 100000 iterations; while the proposed CA
is experimented with all possible combinations of three maximal iteration
numbers (i.e., 1000, 1500, 2000) and three population sizes (i.e., 10, 20, 40)
as listed in the second and third columns. Note that each entry in Table 2
is computed by averaging the results of executing 20 times of the considered
algorithm. Detailed observations and discussion are made as follows:

• From the ‘Best fitness’ column in Table 2, the proposed CA always per-
forms better than the SA, no matter how many iterations are applied.
To quantify performance difference of the proposed CA and the SA, we
calculate the relative improvement as follows:

(best fitnessCA − best fitnessSA)/best fitnessSA × 100%

where best fitnessCA is the best fitness of the proposed CA when the
number of iterations at the corresponding row in Table 2 is applied;
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Table 2: Statistics of experimental results for the SA and the proposed CA.

Method Max Pop. Best Average Worst Standard Running Relative p-value
iteration Size fitness fitness fitness deviation time (s) improve.

10000 – 2499263.0 2460278.95 2408467.0 26846.59 3.08 – –
20000 – 2511615.0 2471678.93 2425668.5 24262.50 6.03 – 1.00
30000 – 2507926.3 2467754.36 2409733.5 26620.39 8.83 – –
40000 – 2519086.5 2467655.54 2409184.0 24255.88 11.69 0.00% –

SA 50000 – 2487843.3 2454743.19 2410865.5 25364.92 15.73 – –
60000 – 2498696.5 2465835.91 2420909.3 21144.61 18.00 – –
70000 – 2508448.5 2462287.30 2391986.8 27586.07 21.41 – –
80000 – 2500525.8 2458705.45 2392308.5 30213.56 24.96 – –
90000 – 2497699.3 2464522.24 2411230.5 22900.81 27.35 – –

100000 – 2502306.5 2457206.08 2417163.5 26060.87 29.82 – –

10 2535645.3 2498968.30 2463530.3 13927.56 3.60 0.66% 1.33 × 10−4

1000 20 2536393.3 2507089.96 2477722.0 15622.12 7.10 0.69% 4.44 × 10−6

40 2536046.8 2511164.91 2495069.5 11468.91 14.35 0.68% 1.54 × 10−7

10 2536715.3 2502601.44 2468234.8 18039.91 5.41 0.70% 7.10 × 10−5

CA 1500 20 2547641.3 2507295.95 2486404.3 13776.92 10.95 1.13% 2.25 × 10−6

40 2536502.3 2515781.78 2502841.3 9311.72 21.84 0.69% 7.18 × 10−9

10 2530186.8 2499073.99 2464081.5 15663.53 7.77 0.44% 1.89 × 10−4

2000 20 2530089.0 2511227.08 2491883.5 9894.33 14.61 0.44% 9.18 × 10−8

40 2534226.0 2514793.36 2489267.8 11475.18 28.94 0.60% 2.44 × 10−8

and best fitnessSA is the best fitness of the SA among all rows in
Table 2, i.e., best fitnessSA = 2519086.5 when 40000 iterations of SA
are applied. From the ‘Relative improve.’ column in Table 2, the
proposed CA performs better than the SA by 0.44% to 1.13%.

• Additionally, t-test is conducted to see whether the performance dif-
ference between the two approaches exists significantly. From the ‘Av-
erage fitness’ column in Table 2, since the case of the SA with 20000
iterations performs the best on average (2471678.93). Hence, all cases
of the proposed CA are compared with this SA case. All the resultant
p-vales are recorded in the ‘p-value’ column in Table 2, showing that the
performance difference between the two approaches exists significantly.

• Furthermore, from the ‘Relative improve.’ column in Table 2, more
iterations or large population size does not imply better performance, in
which the case of the proposed CA with 1500 iterations and population
size 20 has a larger relative improvement (1.13%) than the other cases
with more iterations or large population size in this table. However,
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it is not concluded that more iterations must not be useful, because
the statistics in Table 2 are from the average results of 20 times of the
considered algorithm, and randomness plays an important role in the
solution performance.

• Although the best fitness and the worst fitness do not have a tendency
that the case with a larger population size performs better (see the ‘Best
fitness’ and ‘Worst fitness’ columns in Table 2), but the average fitness
has this tendency (see the ‘Average fitness’ column in Table 2). This
is reasonable because a larger population helps but cannot guarantee
that better solutions can always be discovered.

• The ‘Standard deviation’ column in Table 2 records the standard devi-
ation of the 20 solutions in each case. This information lets us realize
stability of the found solutions. From the ‘Standard deviation’ column
in Table 2, each case of the proposed CA has a smaller standard devia-
tion than all cases of the SA. That is, the proposed CA performs more
stably than the SA.

To realize the best results of the SA and the proposed CA in spatial
form, the visualization of their best results (i.e., the results with best fitness
2519086.5 and 2547641.3, respectively, in Table 2) is given in Figure 10, in
which each vertex is labeled by a number i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 4} (representing that
the forest polygon corresponded by the vertex is harvested at the beginning
of the i-th period partition) or character ‘r’ (representing residual partition).
From visualization in Figure 10, the minimum adjacency green-up age con-
straint in the problem of concern is satisfied by checking that no adjacent
vertices are labeled by the same number.

To differentiate the two drawings in Figure 10, same labels are in black;
different labels are in red. Each drawing has 217 black labels and 83 red
labels. From black labels, the two drawings share many common labels.
Hence, we speculate that the actual optimal solution include those black
labels. We observe from red labels that most red labels tend to form clusters
spatially or be connected. This is because any single-vertex label change is
usually associated with changes of its adjacent vertices, leading to a chain
effect. On the other hand, the proposed CA has three less ‘r’ labels than
the SA, i.e., it has less residual partitions and hence leads to more timber
volume harvested (larger fitness).
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Figure 10: Visualization of the best solutions generated by (a) the SA and (b) the proposed
CA.

5. Conclusion

This work has proposed a cultural-algorithm-based approach to the spa-
tial forest resource planning problem, which maximizes the total harvested
forest timber volume over a planning harvest schedule while some constraints
are satisfied. The main design of the algorithm is to add a belief space to
the evolutionary algorithm, in which a leader and a normative matrix guide
or have situational and normative influences on the whole population to find
better solutions. By experimental simulation, it is showed that the proposed
cultural algorithm performs better than the simulated annealing approach
which was the previous best-known approach to the problem of concern. It
is worth mentioning one of the main contributions of this work as follows.
In the previous work (Liu et al., 2006), the simulated annealing approach
performs better than the evolutionary algorithm, which is also based upon
the framework of evolving a population of individuals. The proposed cultural
algorithm improves the evolutionary algorithm and further performs better
than the simulated annealing.

In the future, for novel algorithm design, it would be of interest to design
other hybrid metaheuristic algorithms to improve the solution quality, e.g.,
CA with PSO (Sun et al., 2012). For problem setting, the CA applied to
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the multiple-objective forest resource planning problem (Fotakisa et al., 2012)
would be interesting; the net present value (NPV) of the objective function in
the forest resource planning over a long planning period (Borges et al., 2014)
could also be considered; it would be of importance to extend the proposed
CA to resolve practical forest management planning problems (e.g., (Simon
and Etienne, 2010)).
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